Frequently Asked Questions
Is this a Pyramid or a Ponzi scheme?
Unlike a Ponzi or pyramid scheme, each Abundance Economic Network Estate unit is
self-contained to provide all the resources that the membership needs. Each Estate is
limited to 350 Members and never gets larger because the system’s financial algorithms
are designed to be self-contained and self-sustaining. As more Members want to join, we
simply start a new Estate. Therefore, our Network is not based on gaining more and more
Members to pay out previous Members.
A Ponzi scheme requires recruiting other members. No member is required to recruit new
members to access Abundance Economic Network resources. In the Network, Enterprise
Members choose to recruit members but it is not necessary and certainly not required of
any other Member. We find most Members tell everyone they know about the Network
because they are getting help to pay their bills and financially benefiting as Enterprise or
Equity Members – but they are certainly not required to do so. The Network empowers its
members to choose how they want to use the Network.
The Network does not require purchase of any expensive membership kits or marketing
materials. You will never be given exclusive rights to sell certain products when you join.
Every Member has the same opportunity regardless of when they join. The
Network offers memberships which access rebates, and copay discounts – not any
physical products. Everyone has bills to pay and the Network helps Members pay their
bills for less. And it allows Members to benefit from the payment of debt which is the
largest business growth profit sector.
Most have heard the saying, “If it’s too good to be true, it probably is.” I’m sure they said
that about Microsoft and Apple computer. Innovation by definition means to transcend
current industries. In the case of Abundance Economic Network, it is a God-given idea
that is Kingdom Innovation at its best. It does promise and has delivered enormous
returns (30-40%) during its Proof of Concept in Atlanta (see Leadership tab to read more
under Ali’s bio).
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All resources are paid out at the end of every membership cycle. Our cycles are 7 days, 1
month, 6 months, and 1 year depending on the product. Membership cycles are designed
to allow members to use the Network to access the resources which they want, with the
membership they choose. Membership cycles (schedule) vary and are published.
There is no pressure or compulsion to join. You join if it meets your financial goals and
needs.
A pyramid means one person benefits at the top. This Abundance Economic Network is
built for mutual benefit in a round table format. If one Member benefits, we all benefit.

Administrative Questions:
Can a person have more than 1 Expense Member account (because they need more
money to pay their bills)? Yes. You need to sign up for separate Membership accounts.
Each account will pay the $50/month access fee.
What if I have an email address but I don’t have a computer? If you have a smart
phone, you can access your emails your phone. Most public libraries have free
membership (you usually need to provide your driver’s license and something like your
electric bill confirming your address) and a computer center where you can access your
emails and the Network.
The Abundance Economic Network is designed to empower its membership to help each
other with the network ability they chose. The membership they select will grant them the
resources they want for helping other members of the Network.
Can I Use My Credit Union’s Autopay Process for AEN?
You cannot use autopay as an Expense Member to load expense units because the
discount prices and codes vary every month. The prices vary because our Network
automatically assigns the largest discount to the biggest need in each estate. For example,
if there were 10 members and 6 out of those 10 members need help with their rent, 3 need
money for groceries, and 1 person needs money for their vacation. In this example, the
Network would give the greatest discount to the rent people because their need is greatest
(largest number of people) and the 1 person going on vacation would get the least
discount because vacation is not a necessity. The goal is to give the people with the
greatest need, the most amount of discount. It’s the Luke 16 principle again. We convert
need into assets.
How do Expense Members Buy the Expense Units for their Copay Discounts?
Once you get the Expense Activation Invoice email with your list of Copay Discounts for
the month, you figure out what bills you need to pay. You go to the Abundance
Economic Network website to (an example):
1. Load an Access Membership ($50)
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2. Load up to 9 Expense Units for your specific bills ($50/unit = $450)
3. Load your 9 Expense Units using your credit union account or Serve card as an
electronic purchase.
4. Wait 7 business days, you will receive (depending on the Expense Units you
bought for your bills) all the money you loaded plus a 10-20% copay discount for
your bills. This will be deposited into your credit union checking account or sent
to your Serve card (whichever you choose to use). In the example above, your
$500 becomes $600 in your account.
5. Go and pay your bills.
For a more detailed example, go to the www.AENShareMyBills website, go to the
“Discounts” tab and download the Expense Member Case Study.
What is a Serve card? American Express Serve is a prepaid, reloadable debit account
with online account access, and a mobile app that lets you pay bills, and deposit checks.
This is primarily used by people who do not qualify for a credit union membership
What is a Reservation and How Does It Work?
You can put in a reservation for any extra copay discount money for each month. If
another Expense Member does not use up their maximum 30 expense units/cycle, you
will receive an email notification that you can take advantage and load more expense
units for copay discounts. That way there is never any waste in the system – we use them
all. If we see that everyone is asking for more, then we raise the purchase order limit to
meet the need. That expands the Network capabilities for everyone. Everyone in the
Network can be an Expense Member.
This is a great strategy for creating wealth. You can opt to put your monthly savings into
a separate account to reload in the Network to create more money. The Reservation
System can be used if this is your strategy. You can decide how you want to use the
functions of the system – we don’t dictate that to you. This is about empowerment. Again,
more information is available in your Welcome Letter and on the website.
Will you offer Training Classes and a Training Manual
We offer training classes through the churches who have a membership with AEN. We
currently have 2 programs: 1) an Introductory Class that explains the Expense
Membership; and 2) a Deeper Dive program on our Enterprise and Benefactor
Memberships. Once you become a member, we have a private YouTube channel with
these presentations in video format that you can access. We have regularly scheduled
FAQ sessions via Zoom – you can connect via desktop/laptop or cell phone for those
sessions to have your questions answered. These sessions are lead by AEN’s leadership
team.
Our vision is to set up Economic Ministries in churches so people don’t have to go to
mammon to get training. We want to train people in Supernatural Finances through
eLearning courses that will be part of your Expense membership benefit. That’s the Acts
4 church – combined resources and solved everyone’s needs. As far as a training manual,
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we also have an Executive Summary and we have a Prospectus available for you to read
and learn more.
Who Manages the Network?
We have an Administrative Oversight team of leaders. Every month each member will
receive an email report of Network revenue, expenses, membership volume, operations
and ventures. These reports are compiled and authenticated by the following
Administrative Oversight Committees:
6. C.O.R.E. Committee: Combined Oversight of Revenue and Enterprise
a. Purpose: This is the steering committee for Network policy and operations.
They are responsible for:
i.
system oversight
ii.
product and service continuity
iii.
dispute adjudication
iv.
Network solvency
b. Eligible Members:
i.
Estate Owners
ii.
Network Seniority
c. Administrative Positions on the C.O.R.E. Committee – each of the 7 positions
has a committee/team of 7 people.
i.
Founder, Chairman, Senior Estate – Strategic vision and operations
guidance
ii.
Vice Chair of Operations – Operations and systems development and
management
iii.
Director of Treasury – Oversees our finances
iv.
Fellowship of Alliance Minister – Faith Organizations Outreach
v.
Director of Learning & Communication – Oversees our Social
Economic Enlightenment Development (SEED) program; Expense
Members eLearning programs. Works with the chairman on partner
presentations and materials
vi.
Director of Marketing – All AEN communication including website
and blog. Direct, social and commercial marketing
vii.
Director of Technology – Research and Development
 Legal Counsel – non-member observer/advisor
 Security Director - non-member observer/advisor
2. F.A.C.C Board is the Function Asset Coordination Consent Board. They are the
daily operations executives.
a. Purpose: is to screen new ventures, coordinate systems and operations reports,
process network operations within CORE limits.
3. Security Department – technology, event, screen enterprise and equity members
4. S.E.E.D. Program Department – Economic literacy and community assistance
outreach. This is headed by our Director of Learning.
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Safety of Your Money
The safety of your investment is critical from our Network’s perspective. The Abundance
Economic Network LLC is a self-regulated network of private members who are
dedicated to using their resources to invest into rebates and discounts that help other
members pay bills, expenses, and debt.
Is my money safe in Abundance Economic Network?
Related to the FDIC, this is where the Network comes in – we increase that insurance
protection because we hold our reserves in digital currencies of the digital assets we
generate and control. The reason the banks hate bitcoin is that they don’t have their hands
in those transactions (i.e. they don’t profit from bitcoin). Banks don’t want you using
bitcoin because they aren’t regulated (ie controlled) by the Federal Reserve. What? Do
banksters want bitcoin regulated by the guys who stole TARP? Yes they do because then
they have control over all monies.
Our Network system allows us to regulate and increase the value of the Members money
inside our Network by using the credit unions as the delivery platform. Even if the FDIC
says the credit union can only insure the first $100K of your deposits in the credit union,
that’s fine because the other $400k you’re dealing with is held in a mutual pool inside the
Network that we control, regulate, and we have full transparency on. Unlike banks and
stocks/bonds, our Network doesn’t tell you “this is the projected profit that may happen”
and then revise that projection.
You will know in real time, every single month what the Network is doing. You see that
and our Network reports are tailor made for the various membership(s) you have.
Expense members aren’t overloaded with information that Estate members will have.
Estate members get to know everything beneath them. You are never left in the dark or
given projections. We guarantee your returns because the Network system is God-given
and directed for His glory and Kingdom on earth.
Our Website Security
We have contingency plans in order to avoid any outage should our website go down for
any reason. In case anything does go wrong, members will immediately be notified via
email. If the Internet goes down, we have a backup plan for that as well. Your safety and
security is of utmost concern to us.
Our main website is currently housed on GoDaddy. GoDaddy has partnered with McAfee
to integrate McAfee SECURE into our Certified Domain product. As a result, Certified
Domains are called TrustedSite. The security of our users' accounts is of extreme
importance and our website hosts are 100% committed to online safety. They employ
internal security experts and use advanced tools as well as external services and experts.
All of which, provide ongoing security protection on multiple levels and perform internal
and external periodical audits.
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We have a secure sockets layer (SSL) certificate for our website. SSLs help keep
sensitive content like personal information and credit card numbers secure from external
threats.
Use of Credit Unions
Credit unions are not-for-profit financial cooperatives, whose earnings are paid back to
members in the form of higher savings rates and lower loan rates. Banks are for-profit
corporations, with declared earnings paid to stockholders only. We exclusively use a
network of credit unions because they are more trustworthy and community focused and
their values are in sync with our values. Each Network member must be a credit union
member before they can join our Network. The credit union checks each member before
they can join so the Network is ensured they have money to pay with.
All money transactions go through the credit unions so the Network has NO direct access
to anyone’s money. We believe credit unions will survive the impending economic
collapse whereas we believe a high percentage of banks will fail. We are always looking
out for the best interest of our Network members. As our Network volume increases, we
will be able to negotiate better rates for all of our members.
We have a company that processes our purchases and then they are sent to the network
of credit unions. The website is totally automated with the algorithms and mathematical
formulas God gave Ali. It is very straightforward and safe because the money
transactions happen between the credit unions. The credit unions have insurance for those
transactions – they are legally binding and responsible for all those transactions. They
have firewalls set up for every transaction that we do.
What happens if the electricity goes out?
We have hard copies and backup drives of all our Network’s assets. Our cyber currencies,
hard assets, and municipal bonds are our reserve positions so we can access their value
as needed.
Do we have alternate websites in case our Abundance Economic Network website
goes down?
Yes. We have several alternate websites. All members will be notified automatically by
email or text if there are any website complications with an alternate website for
continued access and production.
Why and How Would You Audit Network Members?
All transactions are run through credit unions. In order to join a credit union, the credit
union does the due diligence on each member so we don’t need to worry about legal
repercussions of members who are not legitimate. They clear the members for us. The
credit union tracks each member’s purchases. We can audit this system by contacting the
member and asking them to provide us with a copy of their monthly purchases by a
certain date. We ONLY do this if we see suspicious activities. There is an honor system
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with the Network that must be maintained. If there is a large amount of money coming in
that doesn’t match what this person normally uses, that raises a flag in our system and we
audit them. This protects us from any legal problems like money laundering. Everything
is tracked electronically by the credit unions already so this is a very simple request to
comply with. If the member doesn’t comply with our request, they will be expelled from
the Network.
What is your contingency plan in case something happens to Ali Cannon?
Ali has a trust and will that has been drawn up spelling out what happens if he should be
incapacitated for a time or if he dies. There are two attorneys who are observers of the
CORE Board of Leaders. They ensure that no CORE Leader is self-serving, has a conflict
of interest, or carries any bias that would impede the Network. Neither of the attorneys is
voting members. These attorneys have Ali’s trust and will and are mandated to work with
the CORE Leaders as to next steps. The CORE Leaders don’t anticipate anything will
happen to the Network and they will carry out Ali’s wishes and desires for the Network
so that it continues to grow.
The Network’s Unique Intellectual Property
The most unique aspect of the Abundance Economic Network is our intellectual property
and technology. When Founder Ali Cannon was given the supernatural download, he was
given two unique sectors that no one has developed to date: Applied Value Economics
and Leveraged Interaction Value. These two sectors are comprised of 10 levels of
equations based on the Network’s volume and velocity. This is confidential, industrial
secret information that only Ali has which makes the entire network system work
independent of man’s input or knowledge. For most people, this information would make
your head spin. It is highly proprietary and will be used for God’s purposes and His
Kingdom not to promote mammon which is why Ali shut down the Atlanta Network.

Definition of AEN Terms
Access Membership: As a private economic network, an Access Membership is required.
This membership allows you access all that AEN offers. The Access Membership is
100% rebated back to you once you choose which membership(s) you want to activate.
You decide how you want to use AEN.
Applied Value Economics: This system combines the purchasing power of Members to
create industrial rebates. These Industrial Rebates are divided into copay discounts and
then provided to Network members to save money on any debt or living expense they
choose to pay.
Asset Production: Products which allow Members to sponsor Network assets (copay
discounts, membership rebates, and Network assets) which provide rebates of 30-40%
when Members use them.
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Capital: the wealth, whether in money or property, owned or employed in business by an
individual, firm, corporation, etc.; an accumulated stock of such wealth; any form of
wealth employed or capable of being employed in the production of more wealth.
Copay Discounts: These products are Network discounts which provide a 10-20% copay
to help Members pay bills or expenses when they use them with their electronic/online
payments.
Digital Assets: Our Network products are called assets because their value is produced
by capital activations, consumer/member use, and network expansion. Because our
business is conducted entirely online, they are called “digital” assets.
Electronic Purchase: Anything purchased on the internet with a debit/credit card or
autopay. Same as Online Purchase.
Expense Block (EB): We use sections or blocks of the same expenses so that members
can get the most value for their needs. We call these “expense blocks” or EBs.
Expense Unit: a unit that represents your expenses/bills in various categories that you
can receive a copay discount for. This includes: rent/mortgage, utilities, groceries, auto
expenses, healthcare, tuition/college debt, legal representation, and travel/vacation.
Equity: the monetary value of a property or business beyond any amounts owed on it
in mortgages, claims, liens, etc.:
Group/Industrial Rebates: These are manufacturing and industrial rebates that are
found online by our algorithms. When consumers use rebates they usually get the rebate
after a purchase (6-8 weeks). AEN finds these unused industrial/group rebates and
matches them to members bills. This is where the copay discounts come from.
Loading: This is the term AEN uses to describe how you put your money into the system
to pay for your membership(s) and/or Expense Units.
Membership Rebates: Network products which pay members a monthly $30 rebate for
each new Member they invite who joins AEN.
Monthly Budget Planner: This was developed to make it easier for our Expense
Members to figure out the expense units they need help with. It lists all the types of bills
we help you pay. Add up all the categories so you can simply insert them into the
Expense Block (EBs) for each Expense Invoice.
Network Economy: Networks are comprised of interconnected groups of people or
systems. In AEN, we have an ever-increasing number of members who combine their
bills. The number/volume of members combined with the value of their bills creates a
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velocity that produces greater purchasing power. Together we all benefit from the copay
discounts.
Network Equity: Assets which accumulate annual rebate of 40% from Network
operations and expansion. Estate Members are Equity Members because they provide the
money for operations and expansion.
Online Purchases: Anything purchased on the internet with a debit/credit card or
autopay. Same as Electronic Purchase.

Network Membership Definitions:
The Abundance Economic Network consists of the following membership types:
 Access Membership – Allows new Members to choose their membership
position. The position they choose determines how they will use the Network,
how much the Network will pay them, and how much they will pay for Network
access.
 Expense Membership – Empowers Members to use electronic Copay Discounts
that help them pay bills, living expenses, and overhead.
 Enterprise Membership – Allows Members to increase income with rebates for
inviting new Members. Sub membership positions are: Network Builders,
Venture Group Partners, and Charter Group Memberships.
 Benefactor Membership – Sponsor Network product production and gain value
when Members use them to pay bills and expenses. Sub memberships are:
Revenue Sponsors, Regent Executors, and Charter Group Benefactors.
 Equity Membership – Supports Network overhead and gains revenue from
Network infrastructure operations and expansion. Membership positions are:
Estate Membership, Seniority Membership, and Universal Membership.

Ali’s View of the Economy
Ali, what are your thoughts on the state of today’s economy? Why AEN now (from a
2/16/16 investor interview)?
To get into the book of Revelation (18), it talks about Babylon. Babylon is the economic
system. It’s what’s coming. That’s what they were talking about. This is the slowest
haymaker economy in history. Everyone knows its coming but they are setting their jaw
because they don’t see an alternative. Can I hedge to survive? What they don’t realize is
that this is a systemic problem. This is not cyclical. This is about the international
monetary system that is about to reset and redistribute the wealth back to the top. This is
the assassination of the petrol dollar so that other capital can move into its place. The
euro has been put in place for a reason. The Chinese Yuan was put in place for a reason.
They have split the United States financial system. The New York Stock Exchange is no
longer a United States institution. It’s owned by the ICE which is owned by Deutsch
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Bank in Germany. People do not realize that their mutual funds, Roth IRAs, their pension
funds are held by Deutsch Bank. The regulations are determined in Germany. Just
recently, China took a large stake in the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. That determines
the price of our food.
What we are able to do with AEN is deal with the other side of the coin. We’ve been
conditioned to deal with debt based assets. We deal with usury and loan instruments.
They loan you this money, you pay them back. The firewall that was set up by our
founding fathers is that you were getting favor because of how the constitution and the
Bill of Rights was set up. They said we are going to go with a Jubilee type system where
you can file bankruptcy. The bankruptcy laws were changed under George Bush. Now
debt institutions can garnish your wages and they can say you have to pay us or you are
going to jail. The debtor prisons have been opened back up. They were illegal but they
are opened back up. I read the other day that a guy was arrested for his $1500 student
loan from the 1980’s. They sent the US Marshalls. Now he’s paying $200 a month to
make an example of him.
Our goal is to conquer the economic mountain. We will actually become the economic
mountain and they will come to us. That’s really the bigger picture goal of the
Abundance Economic Network. When the banks collapse, there will be an alternative.
This creates a private economy that protects all believers while unifying all the different
churches. We will be the difference makers. We can fund Kingdom businesses. We teach
the people how to fish rather than giving them the fish. The economic model of AEN is
the Kingdom principle of multiplication of bread and fish.
For an Estate Member this gives them Luke 16. They are stewards over wealth and now
they have the opportunity to help others while still making a significant rebate. This isn’t
about guilt tripping anyone who is using the system but it’s important to recognize it is a
usury system where someone has to lose. Buy low, sell high means someone will win and
someone will lose. It’s a zero-sum game. There’s no mutual benefit to that. It’s mammon.
Abundance Economic Network offers a different option and solution to building wealth
by helping people.
I read 3 different Bibles each morning and God speaks to me each day through those
verses. I was reading this morning about Jericho and taking down the walls – that is the
system. Circling the city walls for seven days, blowing the horns, everyone shouting.
That’s where we are. We’re going to circle the walls of mammon, raise our voice and
those walls are going to come down. The Bible said that everyone who was inside the
walls are going to die. That is what is going to happen when the economy collapses –
those stock market positions are going to die. The gold and silver, the iron will be given
to the Kingdom because it will be the only system that’s operational. The other systems
are going to go into a 1929 styled event. And it’s going to spread like wild fire. But when
it happens, the positions which God has led you to get into, those positions will be able to
go towards where the Kingdom needs it to go and we will be able to step in and pick up
that baton. And the Kingdom will be able to instruct how to move forward. That
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reverberates beyond the economic mountain because the economic mountain is the key to
the others.
We believe that Psalm 37 sums it up best:
Of David.

Do not fret because of those who are evil or be envious of those who do wrong;
2 for like the grass they will soon wither, like green plants they will soon die away.
3 Trust in the LORD and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture.
4 Take delight in the LORD, and he will give you the desires of your heart.
5 Commit your way to the LORD; trust in him and he will do this:
6 He will make your righteous reward shine like the dawn, your vindication like the
noonday sun.
7 Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for him;
do not fret when people succeed in their ways, when they carry out their wicked
schemes. 8 Refrain from anger and turn from wrath; do not fret—it leads only to evil.
9 For those who are evil will be destroyed, but those who hope in the L ORD will
inherit the land. 18 The blameless spend their days under the LORD’s care, and their
inheritance will endure forever.
19 In times of disaster they will not wither; in days of famine they will enjoy plenty.
20 But the wicked will perish: Though the L ORD’s enemies are like the flowers of the
field, they will be consumed, they will go up in smoke.
1

Abundance Economic Network is the way to do a huge amount of work for the Kingdom.
This is a way to affect thousands if not millions of people for His glory.
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